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IT IS A NARROW ROAD TO PARADISE

An open mind, heart, and soul is what lead me to create my

dance.

I dedicated my work to promote the works of the LORD. If

today.

I give thanks to the Lord through my dancing, and he

it had not been for the Lord on my side I would not be here
knows my heart.

I firmly believe the reason why I am a dance

major here at Loyola Marymount University is because of my faith
in God's deliverance.

Lord.

My aesthetic of my dance deals with the

I can not describe my existence, my acceptance at Loyola,

my love for my neighbor, or my love for dance without mentioning

the works the Lord has done for me.

I am a product of many different dance styles.

However, I

did not want to focus on one particular one to create my dance.

I entered the project looking in all kinds of directions, yet

constantly asking myself questions on what is it that I am trying

to accomplish on this project.

Yet, I knew that I must.jump in

tbe dance, and hope
that
the. Lordt would11.. throw
9µt
a raft to save
·
. ,,
,'· .
l

me.

I must mention that I video taped every dance rehearsal from

beginning to end.

Studying the moves left, and right making sure

that it was meaningful movement not just dance forms and style.

I also vocally documented some days on tape at the beginning to

keep my feelings and findings recorded.

I video taped my work to see if the moves expressed what I

was trying to convey.

I enjoyed watching the moves over, and
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over again, it gave me a sense of accomplishment. I also used the

tape to capture moments in time.

Before I even started my dance

I asked the dancers just give me impressions on how they felt.

Their movements were basically the same when it came to moving in

an evil manner.

In addition, the good also made similar

movements when portraying good.

This was all captured on tape

and I used these different expressions for my dance.
What dance techniques did I use?

knew about any dance form.

even Akido.
anywhere.

Well, I used everything I

Modern, Jazz, Ballet, African, and

I really tried hard not to just throw movement in

In addition, I tried to use every vessel that the body

had to offer to the art.

I felt that I must use ballet to bring

the presence of my good dancers out.

Ballet to me represents

dignity, grace, confidence, strength, and technique.

these tittles can represent God to me.

All of

Ballet is calm and

appears to be understanding, and that is what I found God to be
to me. He is understanding, and strict all in one.

As a jazz queen I used that to be my over all, t'echnique.

wanted my dance to be energetic.

I

I had not done a lot of jazz

here at Loyola, yet that was my grass root upon arrival.

I

wanted to wake up that side of body I had not used in awhile.

it.

I also was introduced to modern dance, and I really enjoyed

I was taking places in my space and body I did not know

existed.

So, I wanted to use modern as well in my dance.

This

technique brought out the soul in me and brought out the soul

my dancers.

in

It also allowed them to have their own character and

that is what the dance needed.

Akido was just

I used Akido technique in my dance.

introduced to me last year;
it in my dance.

however, I had learned enough to use

It brought continuous movement to parts of the

dance that were actually violent.

not require a lot of strength.

Akido is an art form that does

One must know how to use their

opponents weight against themselves.

I used this technique for

African was just used a little.

my war section.

African is another movement that was just

introduced to me, yet I took to it like bees to honey.

African

movement is very vigorous on the body and my dancer's at one time
found it difficult to do.

My hope for the dance, is that my performers breathe the

breath of the spirit in order for the dance to come alive.

The

dance is alive in me, and my soul leaps with joy each time the
dancers feel the movement.

religious thoughts.

Many of my dancer's do not share my

So, it was very difficult to convey to them

what it was I was looking for in them.

We kept missing each

other when I thought I had been very clear.
I am a very spiritual person.

also be spiritual.

Therefore, anything I do will

I dance with my soul.

doing what my soul directs it to do.
another how to awaking their soul?
christian, and a. choreographer.

My body is merely

How can one convey to

That was my j.ob . as a

Well, some of my dancer's were willing to listen; however

their was one that wanted to be different from all the rest.
could not punish one and not punish the other, ,and this

knew it.

I

dancer

Therefore, the bo)inding process nev<clr ,took, ,Place among
'

I
my dancer's as it has in the past.

I wanted to kick her out;

however, I had already lost more people than I had wanted to, so
I settled.

However, this made it harder for my dancer's to

understand where their spirits were and what family bounding was

truly about.

i

I was glad� I used my old dancer's, because our

bofnd was already established.

I had to worry about bringing the

rest of the dancer's on a similar bound.

However, our bounding did take place during our show.

Not so much a family bound, but a production bound.

They danced

because they were willing, and found their spirits during the
process.

I am so, glade that my dancer's found where they

are in themselves.

They might not no it today, but they stepped

into a place where it is difficult to achieve without the
wiliness of their soul to release.

This dance was a dedication to God.

knew about life and dance.

whole world to see.

I gave it everything I

My whole being was presented for the

God has gifted me to be able to understand

subjects, vocabulary, people, children, teacher's, poo:r., and the
rich people.

I can only tell you·where I started'so; ybu to know

where I am today.

That is why I choose to sing "No ways Tired".

Every time I

thought I could not go any further that is when I looked back to
see how far I had come.

r, noticed'that

everyone gets tired, but

the one's who remember that they. have been tired.before and made

it through.

tomorrow.

Those are the one's who will work for their better

Singing that song kept me

a little further.

with enough·strength to go

I know the road was tough because my dancers were very

different in body types;
spirit.

however, I chose them because they had

Spirit is what I need as a choreographer not technique.

Technique is great do not get me wrong, but I would rather a
strong spirit any day.

Loyalty is another reason why I chose the

dancers, because without loyalty I could never really create.
size can play a big difference if one lets it.

thought all dancers should be skinny.

someone on top

Yet, Bronica Nettles

believes that if a spirit wants to dance then let the soul go

free.

Each person has their beauty, so acknowledge them for who

they are in the present.

The topic I chose for my dance is something that everyone

can and will relate to.

No one can escape from the two roads we

were giving to choose between good and evil.
I created war between the two.

With this in mind,

Good only wins in the movies, so

it seems, but in this war of reality good will achieve the
victory.

The most rewarding part about .this last battle between

the two forces is when the war is finished it will truly be the

end of evil destruction. My dance is a visual scene of how the
Bible states the world will end.

evil will see Hell forever.

In a merciless destrµction,

The dance means the world to me..

,who I q.ID inside, gives

thanks and praises to .the creator .o.f .h.eaven and eai::th.

a great deal in choreogr&phing.

I learned

I learned to share., teach, love,

forgive, search, find, hope, :faith, pray, release, 1:i,ve, take in,

and how to say good by.

y
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Erin Wiley's dance aesthetic focused on Jazz.

Erin really

appreciates the art of jazz, and creates a lot of her work from
the style of jazz.

She feels that jazz express the technical

aspect of a dancer better than any other dance form.

When she

finds time to put herself in a creative space usually that space
is filled with the notation of jazz.

She started dance at the age of six.

From there she went

into gymnastics, tap, sports, and last but certainly not least
She found out during her younger years that the dance

jazz.

world is where she wants to be in life.

Her mother supported her every moves, yet her father felt

she should get a real life.

However Erin stuck in there and

learned the art of dance, and was excepted in Loyola Marymount

University as a dance major.

This was her dream come true to be excepted in her world of

dance.

The campus really impressed her and she knew that her

destiny in danced belonged in Loyola's dance department.

Erin pulls her strength from jazz; however since she has

been at Loyola she has been pulling her strength from Dunham
technique.

.She feels as though she has become stronger and wiser

from taking the Dunham class.

Erin has to choreograph for her senior thesis; however, she

is not sure what it will be about.

It might be a women's dance,

involving the struggles of just growing up.

The transformation

from a girl to a women, and the ups and downs of life.

As a senior Eirn is trying to find herself in the world that

she longs for.

She wants to be a performer no doubt, yet when

and how she is not sure of.

She has done commercial work, and

television work, so her road to success does not seem that far

away.

However,

she has one more semester to work on her

education , and then she should hit smooth sailing.

Erin has a dream that one day dance, and acting will get her

where she wants to be in life.

Maybe it will be jazz, maybe it

will be modern, or maybe it will acting, who really knows?

I

just wish her the best of luck on her future endeavors and her

place in the ART WORLD.

BRONICA NETTLES
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Erin Bright's Schedule
Monday
Classes and work until 4:20.
Tuesday
Classes and work until 5:00.
Wednesday
Classes and work until 4:20.
Thursday
Classes and work until 5:00.
Friday
Classes and work until 5:00.
Saturday and Sunday
Usually here on weekends, except on three or four day
weekends which are the only ones I go home on.
General: I think I am pretty flexible in times. Weekdays aren't
as good as weekends for large chunks of times such as several
hours at a time. I would really like to be in your production,
so I will make as many allowances as possible.
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GOD WILL HELP ME BEAR MY BURDENS
"Come unto nie, all ye that labor and are heavy
laden, and I will give yor, rest"-Matt, 11 :28

Dear heavenly Father, Ruler of the Universe, whose
spirit reachest out into the endless skies and
touohest the loneliest mountain peaks, I turn to
Thee. I am heavy laden and I do ask Thy rest!
Thou knowest more than I can tell Thee about my
burdens - of home and family, of health and pros
perity. Yes, Thou who seest the fall of the
lowliest sparrow surely must see the burdens
I am carrying,
Dear Father, I come to Thee not in fear and
trembling, but in simple faith and love. Just
like a child turns to its father. Like a child
who knows that help and strength are waiting
for his call.
o dear Father, pl.ease do help me bear my burdens,
Fill me with Thy strength. Teach me to be up
right, clean and honest so that no weakness may
gain hold of me. Help me draw so close to Thee
that I will fear no evil ever.
Yes, dear Father, help me with my burdens just
one at a time. And from the time I wake up until I
go to sleep, please keep me rested and happy.
Keep me always in the secret place of Thy love where Thou givest t·o the heart bowed down - rest
and strength and hope. In Jesus' name.

-J>..mru
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VIDEORECOIIDINGS

UPDATE 10/12/92

It\l Rue.need

DANCE AS AN ART FORM [VIDEORECORDING].
GV1783 .D36.
5 videocassettes (VHS) : sd., col., 1/2 in .
.ls Body (28 min.) -- Ft.2, Motion (33 min.)
Ft.31 Shapes (28 min.) -t.4: Space -- Pt.5: Time (27 min.).
irection and choreography, Murray Louis , director of photography, Warren
...
Lieb.
Shows excerpts of several styles of modern dance illustrating the concepts
of motion, space, time, and shape.
ANCE BLACK AMERICA1 A FESTIVAL OF MODERN, JAZZ, TAP & AFRICAN STYLES
[VIDEOR�COIIDING].
GV1624.7 .A34 1984.
1 videocassette (VHS) (87 min.) 1 sd., col., 1/2 in.
Geoffrey Holder.
The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatres "Fontessa and Friends" / Louis
Johnson, choreographer -- Mama Lu Park's Jazz Dancers1 "Lindy Hop" -- Garth
Fagan's Bucket Dance Theatre: "From Before" -- The Charles Moore Dance
Theatres "The Ostrich" / Asadata Dafora & "Shango" / Katherine Dunham -
The Chuck Davis Dance Company, "Lenjen-Go/Mandiani" -- Eleo Pomares
"Junkie"·-- Chuck Green: Tap Dance -- The Magnificent Forces Break Dancing
-- The Jazzy Double Dutch Jumpers: Double Dutch Jump Rope -- Al Perryman as
Earl "Snake Hips" Tucker -- Leon Jackson and Halifu Osumare, "Juba" & "Cake
Walk" Lenwood Sloan, choreographer -- Dejan's Olympia Brass Band -- Rudy
Stevenson Band -- Ruth Brisbane -- Biss Harmanizers.
Documents a four-day festival of dancers and dance companies held at the
Brooklyn Academy of Music.
DANCE ON VIDEO: AN INTRODUCTION TO VIDEOTAPING DANCE [VIDEORECOIIDINGJ.
GV1779 .D16 1979.
1 video-cassette (29 min.) : 3/4", U-matic, b&w, sd.
Produced by Celia Ipiotic, Jeff Bush and Peter z. Grossman.
DANCE THEATRE OF HARLEM [VIDEORECOIIDINGJ.
GV1786 1989.
1 videocassette (VHS) (120 min.) 1 ad., col., 1/2 in.
Title on container and labels, Dance theater of Harlem.
Choreographers, Agnes de Mille, Robert North, Lester Horton, Arthur
•
Mitchell.
"Fall River Legen" choreographed by Agnes de Mille -- "Troy Legend"
choregographed by Lester Horton -- "John Henry" choreographed by Arthur
Mitchell.
DANCES OF THE WORLD [VIDEORECOIIDINGJ.
Uncatalogued.
6 videocassettes (VHS) (60 min. each) , sd., col., 1/2 in.
Vol.1 Appalachia, U.S.A. -- vol.2 England
vol.3 Korea -- vol.6 Mexico
vol.8 Poland -- vol.15 Puerto Rico.

Embracing Figures, Damned Group. Cat. no. 1 5.

unlike the Embracing Figures. Despite these Baudelai
rean associations, we must not forget those well
known literary treatments q.fk,s.b.i�m.1�,earlier in the
century by Gautier (Mademoiselle de Maupin) and B a l 
-zac (Lajille aux yeux d'or). Until the last years of the
nineteenth century, we find fewer examples of les
bianism in art than in literature, though the theme
existed in the paintings of Courbet and in small erotic
sculptures popular at the time. An allusion to this
subject is evident in the many sculptures of Sappho
created in the mid-nineteenth century by Clesinger,
Duret, FeuchCre, Marochetti, Rude and Triqueti,
among others less well known.
5, Late nineteenth-century erotic art is replete.with
illustrations oflesbian love, and this theme is amply

prolific in literature. Krafft-Ebing was among the
first, and certainly the most widely read in the late
nineteenth century, to treat homosexuality seriously.
For a discussion of scientific studies qf homosex�
_ in the nirn;teenth century, see Arno KarleO. ¼.SfxualitJL.
q.nd Homo1exlJIJ.ii.ty, a New View, New York, 1971, pp.
181-96.
6. In 1908 a lawsuit was brought against those in
volved in the pantomime Griserie d 'Ether, which in
cluded a partially nude scene oflesbian love (Patrick
Waldberg, Eros in la Belle Epoque, New York, 1969).
7. On the general interest in eroticism of the
period, see Waldberg, op. cit.
8. The original titles used for the group in this
collection were L 'Enlacement and Group: Embracing.

Left: Embracing Figures, Damned Group. Cat. no, 15, detail.

III

The Persian Gulf war also left a legacy of death on the
desert in the form of destroyed Iraqi convoys, miles of mine
fields and an untold number of dead: Although few allied
forces were killed in action, estimates of Ira9i deaths range
to over 100,0<XJ. Yet the numbers include neither civilian
deaths nor the loss of those involved in political uprisings
just after the Allied forces' ceasefire. The casualty figures·
also don't reflect the impact of 800,000 troops with their
gear containers of camouflage paint and packing crates,
machinery and toxic effluents and other trash and waste
tramping in a desert environment that had never before
been more than sparsely populated While visually empty,
the fragile desert soils were held in place by micro-organ
isms and are as sensitive to impact as the Arctic tundra.
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BUZZWORM, THE ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNAL

...,. Twenty years ago, the
vast beauty of the Amazon
rainforests was just being
acknowleJged, along with
recognition of the role
forests play in balancing the
Earth1s temperature and the
treasure of medicinal cures
still to be found there. In
the early 1980s, the forests
began being systematically
burned (right) by a landless
poor and by ranchers who
used lands to graze cattle,
largely for the US market.
._.. Acid rain and the
resultant destruction of
northern latitude forests
were also discovered in the
past 20 years. Especially in
Eastern Europe, which
relied on coal for energy,
forests, such as this one
(below) in Bohemia,
Czechoslovakia, have been
denuded by the rain.
temperate rainforests of
asures are discovered. Ta
to be effective against s
f the tree from US nati

._.. Despite fears that the let-bum policy would result
in losing all of Yellowstone National Park, the naturally
caused 1988 fire rejuvenated the park's ecosystem.
._.. After decades of waste disposal in rivers, the US
passed the Federal Water Pollut\on Control Act in 1972,
the Safe Drinking Water Act in 1974 and the 1968 Wild
and Scenic Rivers legislation. Many rivers have been
reclaimed, like the Willamette River in Oregon (above)
and 9,972 river miles are protected as wild and scenic.

is a stocky man with a battered face and two fin�
his left hand. The lengths of his bare arms are
rr: ,)ricolored designs. As soon as the snake stands
'begins. The men in the crowd shout and gestic
dgorously enough for the auctioneer, who with a
11 retreats to the back of the booth. Perched on
''..'. a cigarette, is a bored orangutan. The auction
:rte from the orangutan and sucks a clot of smoke
He hands the cigarette back to the orangutan,
'.-',;ture with an idiotic grin. Back and forth the
ne, like truant schoolboys trying to aCt tough,
" _gnne. By now the crowd is bristling, clamoring
lt'l r I t 1 return.
ti!hL.... , the auctioneer worries the cobra into a quiver�
-1n,\ c r1es erupt from the crowd. The cobra sways and
.: in:.:: h(i(1d. The auctioneer hears something he likes.
nun with the stick, he nods agreeably. The next
m\ 1' 1< in so fluid and practiced it's scarcely visible, he
, ,vcr the cobra's capped head, drags it writhing

the ingestion of animal parts. Certain animals are believed to possess
healing properties, which is why people pay outrageous prices for
the privilege of eating the animals' organs and drinking their blood..
None of the animals are native to the country (highly populated,
heavily industrialized) where the above scene took place. The mon
gooses are from India, the cobra from Africa, the orangutan from
Sumatra.. They're strangers to the country where they're put on dis
play to behave grotesquely and die in convulsions.. (The cobra con
tinues to writhe from the hook long after it's been gutted and
relieved of its skin.) They're victims of an international trade that
traffics in wildlife species .. Until a few years ago, there was no effec�
rive way to prohibit this trade, let alone monitor it. Then a body of
responsible parties was formed to curb the trade, to bring it into
conformity with civilized standards, to eliminate the worst outrages.
he name of that body is CITES-the Convention on the
T International Trade ofEndangered Species. Founded in 1973,
the organization is headauartered in T .-::n rs::innP Surir'1Prlor.rl

trade is in pets, with birds and reptiles bearing the busiest exchang(
Another major facet is plants and animals valued for medicim
properties. In the plant world, exotic ferns and orchids have trad:
tionally been sought by collectors. Trade in products-hides, horn
pelts, claws-is a staple to the economies of some third worl
nations. The quest for offbeat souvenirs forms a grisly facet
ottomans made out of amputated elephant feet, sea�turtle head
bedizened with semiprecious j ewels, jungle cats mounted 01
pedestals in ferocious poses.
In the 20 years of its existence, CITES (pronoui:iced sigh-teez
has tried, with mixed success, to monitor and regulate intemation
al wildlife trade. The crux of its biannual deliberations is the ratin
of species. Flora and fauna are categorized according to the impera
tives of three separate appendices, which, in descending order c
importance, carry the most restrictive prohibitions. Appendix
places the burden of the regulation of wildlife trade on the voluntar
self-restraint of the individual countries. Appendix 2 permits
degree of trade, so long as such commerce is "not detrimental to th
•
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_.. The snail darter (above) proved the first big
test of the protections of the Endangered Species
Act, passed in 1973. In 20 years, five species have
been brought back from the. edge of extinction,
and 11 species have been downlisted from endan
gered to threatened. A few, like the zoo,bred
California condor (below) , have been released to
establish new populations in the wild. Now, in an
economy where jobs have become important
politically, debate over the northern spotted owl
(right) may begin the systematic disassembly of
the Endangered Species Act.
.- Despite the Endangered Species Act and the Convention on Intematiom
Trade in Endangered Species, passed in 1973, wildlife trafficking remains the
world's second largest illicit trade, second only to the illegal drug trade. In Apr
1991, India Environment Minister Meneka Gandhi lit a bonfire ofconfiscated
furs and reptile skins in New Delhi, burning some $360,000 worth of wildlife
articles (below) to protest the decimation of the Earth's magnificent wildlife.

.,. The oceans were looked to as the untapped source of food to feed the
multitudes in the early 1970s. Twenty years later, we were mining the oceans
with driftnets, so-called "walls of death." An estimated 30,000 miles of drift
nets were laid out each night in the Earth's oceans; sea mammals and fish
were caught without discretion, such as this seal and shark (below). After
global outrage, Japan and Taiwan agreed in 1991 to stop using the vast nets,
while South Korea continues to do so.

_., The old battle benveen economic developme1
and sustainable living continues. Each spring along
the frozen surface of the White Sea of the former
Soviet Union, baby harp seals are dubbed with mal
lets and skinned for the international fur trade. In
March this year, Canada announced it would again
encourage the killing of harp seals to respond to the
severe economic conditions in villages where, in th,
early 1980s, the hunt had been stopped by animal
rights activists.
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I

i n d Earle to pa i n t the backgrou nds E o r l e h a d o nce
H yperion studio, Turned down, he spe n t eleven yecJrs i n
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Although it is not traditional to include detailed notes in a Dance Concert program, we have found it helpful for
students and audiences new to dance to include what we have come to call "intention" statements by our student
choreographers. The purpose of these notes is to provide a "compass" rather than a map for the dance. As you
experience tonight's concert, we invite you to allow the dances to affect your thought:; and feelings, and as you
contemplate "meaning," we invite you to consider this quotation:
"Art is that which stands between the artist himself and an implacable witness
- the work." Chillida

LEI'S GET TOGETHER - Grace Castillo

In the world that we live in today, conflicts due to differences are prevalent. Violence runs rampant. It
seems never-ending. Last year's riots are just one painful example of this turbulence. Frustrations turn
to anguish. Event after event adds fuel to the fires which are already burning within each person. Conflict
breaks out between individuals and among groups. When we hurt each other in order to attain
vengeance, we have succeeded only in hurting ourselves and our surroundings. However, it Is possible
to break that cycle.
LE CR/ - Karen Dominguez

Throughout life there are times when we feel isolated. Although there are billions of people in the world,
sometimes we feel remote and distanced from all other human beings. When we cry out for help, it
seems no one is there to hear us. •Le Cri" shows the importance of being there when someone else
feels hurt, of loving one another. I wanted to incorporate my French background in my thesis by entitling
"Le Cri• after one of Rodin's statues and quoting from the author Balzac.
INTERNAL AFFAIRS - Jackie Suits

Desire... Games... Lust. .. Vulnerability... Love... Indifference... Betrayal...
lnsecurity...Abandonment. .. Loneliness... Relationships.
DEOSIL - Erica Schneider

This work was motivated by the connection between Woman and the power of nature. It explores the
Neo Paganist worship of Mother Earth. The title of the piece, Deosil, (also Dieseal) is the clockwise
circular movement which is used in magic and witchcraft to cast positive spells and to cast the magic
circle. The clockwise rotation is associated with the movement of the sun across the heavens and with
blessings and good fortune.
II SAMUEL 12:22-23 - Letty Marie Ortega
According to Martha Graham, "dance is the expression of man - the landscape of his soul.• In
accordance with Graham's aesthetic, "II Samuel 12:22-23" reveals the inner world of a character who is
struggling with Joss.
SHH/ THE AUDIENCE IS LISTENING/ - Trishawn Ellis

The intention of my dance is to confront ignorance.

rrs A NARROW ROAD TO PARADISE - Bronica Nettles

The time has come for me to say goodbye to all of my younger friends who will be attending Loyola
Mary11,1ount next year. Our everyday paths will no longer be connected by the school. In order for me
to celebrate the reality of my achievement of graduation, I must give praises to the Lord. The intent of
my dance is to give the Lord homage for carrying me through the high and low points in my life. Even
though I am walking blindly to a destination that is not p;omised, I can feel the Lord's presence guiding
me. In my choreography I present obstacles represented by the sins that surround us on a daily basis.
The only way one can end up with a sound mind in the face of turbulent events and difficult people is
by praying to the Heavenly Father. Everyone falls short of the glory of God, but the good news is that
it is not too late to change.
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organizations in this country today can no longer ignore peo
ple of color and their issues," Bullard proclaimed.

management questions." According to Foreman, these groups
are "pioneering the ideas, positions and techniques that the
large, well-funded and well-staffed national mainstream
hile in 1 988, 1989 and 1990 the environmental groups will probably be following in half a decade."
movement feasted on good economic times and
Tim Hermach of the Native Forest Council (one of
(thanks in large part to the media discovering the Foreman's so-called visionary groups) said that if John Muir
issue) unprecedented popularity for the environment, the were here today, he "would tell people to cancel their mem
recession in 1991 (probably with help from the Gulf War and berships in the national environmental organizations,
the media's drop in coverage) has knocked the environment because they have become part of the problem, and join the
out of vogue and taken dol1ars and members from the big smaller ones with simple, clear, uncompromising messages."
groups. The recession means " more time fund-raising and less This may already be happening, The recession aside, fewer
time saving the planet," said Sierra Club's Bruce Hamilton. members joining the big groups may mean that more are
"It's unfortunate," he added, "but we need enough money to aligning with the smaller groups.
keep our lobbyists on the Hill, our organizers in the field, and
During tight times, if people are forced to choose between
activist alerts going out to the activists." This is occurring at a $10 membership in a local organization that's headed by
the outset of what Worldwatch Institute calls the "decisive their neighbor and is fighting to save their favorite wild
decade" for saving the planet, citing the immediate need for place, or a $30 membership in a faceless national group, it's
an " environmental revolution" to stave off social and eco- not too difficult to figure which they will choose. Indeed, as
nomic ruin.
Foreman, Hermach, Bullard and
To many analysts, the 1 990s
others note, there is no report of a
spell doom for the environmental
drop-off of members in the smaller
movement. After the feast, the
or local groups.
famine. Already, 1991 was a tough
Another reason the bigger
year for both the environment and
groups are hurting more than the
he groups. The environment took
smaller groups is because " people
a beating from the Gulf War,
are tired of the constant direct
Bush's retraction on wetlands poli
mail," Foreman said. " They' re
cy, the lack of an energy policy,
tired of letting a few professional
the continued threat to the Arctic
political technicians handle it all
National Wildlife Refuge, a devas
instead of the grassroots. They' re
tating chemical spill i n the
tired of the compromise, they want
Sacramento River, the EPA
some vision."
reassessment of the risks of dioxin,
What might the big groups do to
a pro-business attack o n the
keep pace with the movement?
Even with all their accommodat
Endangered Species Act, the US
continuing to stall the world on
ing, politicking and attention to
funds, they are still losing money
carbon dioxide reductions, and on 0�
and members. Brower says that
nd on. At t[le same time, National
he'd like to see the groups halve
ildlife Federation cut more than -L.--£.L..,.o::;.....________
100 jobs, Earth First! was in the Steve Sawyer, Greenpeace International executive director. their fund-raising departments
courts instead of the trenches,
and let the programs bring i n
money. " They are going into the
Sierra Club ' s payroll shrank 10
percent, Ducks Unlimited
red now anyway," h e said, " so
announced a $2 million drop in
why not do it getting something
done?" Foreman says that ''the
funds, Greenpeace-citing its
unpopular opposition to the Gulf
fund-raisers are running the conservation movement today, at least
War- had to cut salaries, slash pro'the big groups. You can't run strat
grams and lay off employees, and
egy to save the planet with the
most of the other groups reported
mind of a fund-raiser."
falling revenues and program and
staff cutbacks. Even the liberal publication In These Times
But maybe the movement needs a mix of visionaries
reported last winter, "Global warming notwithstanding, envi hollering idealistic themes and insiders working deals to
w i n something. Historian Stephen Fox i n his widely
ronmentalism is no longer a hot topic."
But, as Mark Twain said in response to his premature obit acclaimed history of the conservation movement, John Muir
uary, " The reports of my death are greatly exaggerated." The and His Legacy, stated, "On a practical level conservation
planet may be i n big troub1e, but the movement isn ' t has been sustained by this interplay between professionals
dying- it's just changing. Perhaps this shift ·wm mark the and radical amateurs. Professionals keep the movement
beginni_ng of the._movement' s return to its roots, to the organized. Amateurs keep it honest. The ghosts of Muir and
radical 8.m.ateurs.
Pinchot still wrestle for control�in a fractious but
Today there exists an unprecedented spectrum of groups symbiotic embrace."
that Dave Foreman says has brought things to " a happy boil"
in the movement. It is led by what he calls "visionary groups,"
e have big groups that don't compromise and
usually small local or specialty groups, like the newly formed
small groups that do," Bruce Hamilton of
Sierra Club said. " Most of the big organizaAssociation of Sierra Club Members for Environmental
Ethics. These visionary groups, he said, use a " political tions-Sierra Club, N3.tional Audubon Society, The
approach that dares to demand what was once off-limits," and Wilderness Society and others-go back and forth.
they " apply the new understandings of conservation biology depending on what we are trying to do." It is much easier
to nractical. on-the-9-rmmd nreservntion nronosnls and land to take a no-compromise position to kill a piece of
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I T ' S A NARROW ROAD TO PARADISE
The time has come for me to say goodbye to all of my
friends that will be attending Loyola next year .

Of course I am

always a phone call away but , our everyday paths will no longer
be

connected by the school .

My work as a student is winding

down so , my dream as a graduate of Loyola is now becoming my
real ity .

In order for me to celebrate that reality, I must give

praises to the Lord .

My intent for my presentation was to give

the Lord homage for carrying me through the high and low points
in my life.

Even though , I am walking bl indly to a destination

that is not promised, I can feel the Lord ' s presence guiding me .
In my choreography there are obstacles that are
represented by sin , and people can relate to the sins portrayed
in my production, because these sins surround us on a daily
basis .

However , the only way one can end up with a sound mind

through these times is by praying to the Heavenly Father .
Everyone falls short of the glory of God , but the good news is
it ' s

not to late to change your ways .
As a Sr. I must say who has helped me on my j ourney to

completion.

However, this is not the Grammy ' s yet , and everyone

can not be listed individually .

I would l ike to thank my family ,

friends , teachers , and last but not least Judy Scalin .

Thank you

Judy for bel ieving in my gift s , and helping me to grow in my art
skills as well as my education skills .

It is teachers like you

that can make a difference in today ' s educational system .

Thank

all of you for coming , and I hope you enj oy the show .
BRONICA NETTLES

•

ITS A NARROW ROAD TO PARADISE

1.

Drive and intent of dance .

2.

Types of dance forms that were applied.

3.

Working with dancers that portrayed good .
a . Did the dancers live there part?
b . Did the dancers want to communicate with the evil
dancers?

4.

Working with dancers that portrayed evil .
a . Did the dancers live the part?
b . Did the dancers want to communicate with the good
dancers?

5.

Did it help my creativity by video taping each rehearsal?

6.

What I learned from the whole process .

7.

Am I proud of my accomplished work as the choreographer .
STUDENT :

BRONICA NETTLES

MY DANCE AESTHETIC OUTLINE

I
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Describe che Concepc of your proposed dance work:
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Is chis dance work your Sr . Thesis:

e

Describe your experience wich choreographing ( coursework, accual
composing of dances , presencacion of dances in concerc formac ) .
Include years and locacion as well as l engch of dance, scyle of.
dance, number of dancers_L
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How do you pl.an co fund raise for cosrumes ·and ocher needs

Whac do you see as "the cost items for chis dance for which you .wil.J.
need co fund raise (The Dance Program wil.1. give $35 . 00 for a sol.a
work and $50. 00 for a group work if i r is shown on "the Concerr
Scage or if ic is a �r . Thesis . we wil.1. al.so provide publ.iciry, a
J.ighring designer,___!:,ighcs , programs, "tickers .
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righrs co music . ) .L <>l
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Abbate, Angelique
Dance
Albritton, Annee
Dance
Alvarado , David
Business
Angelini, Carla
Business
Ashurst, George
Dance
Bell, Kandyce
Dance
� Bishop, Leah
Dance
Benson, Dorshay
LS
, Bickham, Shawn
Theatre
TV Prod .
Booker, Kara
Boyd, Lakesha
Theatre
• Bright, Erin
Biology
Broaster, Rosita
Biology/Dance
Candler, Cristy
Dance/Comm .
• Caponera, Trisha
Dance/LA
Caracalla, Alissa
Dance
e castagnetto, Lisa ----Dance---- ---C.--'=
" Castillo, Grace ·
Pols
Cole, Lisa
Film Prod.
Corriston, Erin
Film
Dance
Cazador, Xochitl
De Schutten, Maelle
Theatre Dance/French
Dominguez, Karen
Pols
- Eaton, Lisa
Psychology
Eke, Karen
Ellis, Trishawn
Dance
Evans, Paige
Biology
Finney, Daniel
Theatre Arts
Galindo, Julianna
Dance
Gardner, Erika
Theatre
Gelfo, Michael
Business
Harwood, Krissy
Comm. /Dance
Marketing ·
Hodges, Cody
Hudson, Patricia
Dance
Hunt, Andrea
Biology
Iby, Jennifer
Theatre
Johnson, Michelle
English/Dance
- Johnston, Holly
Dance
Theatre
Jones, Steve
Theatre
Kelly, Karen
Kimes, Amy
Business
Kuhn, Jennifer
Pols
Lawless, Michele
Sociology/Dance
Dance/Comm.
Lima, Susana
Communication
Low, Eric
Maguire, Shannon
Dance
Dance
Martin, Amby
Matt, Michelle
Communication
McCarthy, Bridgette
Dance
• McClelland, Joy
Accounting
McDowell, Jennifer
Comm. /Dance
Dance
McGarni, Shelby

